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Abstract

The introduction of 5G networks has created opportunities for many vertical use cases through strong
support for massive Internet of Things (IoT) connections with three main promises, i.e., massive ma-
chine type communications, enhanced mobile broadband and ultra-reliable low latency communica-
tions. With the enlarged network surface and the new technologies such as software-defined network-
ing and network functions virtualization utilized to support the promised functionality, new security
requirements have arisen. This paper focuses on private 5G networks and provides an overview of
the security challenges they face along with a survey of approaches proposed for solving those chal-
lenges.
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1 Introduction

The Fifth Generation Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) foresees that in the near future, over 5 trillion
devices will be connected through 5G with shortened time for service creation and additional privacy
protection mechanisms [1]. Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) will be able to support the re-
quirements of such networks through advanced portability and flexibility in wireless communication
technology. One of the principal instruments for flexibility is separating the data forwarding plane and
network control plane with Software Defined Networks (SDN) [2].

In the history of wireless communications, security vulnerabilities have always existed. During the
1G wireless network era, wireless channels and mobile phones were targets for many attacks, includ-
ing masquerading and illegal cloning. When 2G wireless networks came into play, spam messages,
including but not limited to undesired marketing and false information insertion attacks, became popu-
lar. IP-based communications within 3G networks introduced cellular devices’ existing wireless network
security vulnerabilities. 4G cellular networks have provided the necessary infrastructure for an unprece-
dented increase in intelligent devices, high-volume multimedia traffic, and new services in the cellular
space.

Consequently, the threat landscape became more dynamic and complex. With the introduction of 5G
wireless networks, there will be more privacy concerns and a larger attack surface than ever. Some of the
security challenges that 5G networks will face are as follows.

• The number of IoT devices and other connected things will be significantly high, creating high
volumes of traffic.
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• Encryption keys for the radio interface may be sent over unreliable/insecure channels.

• Cryptographic integrity protection may be missing in the user data plane.

• Because of service-driven limits on the security architecture, using security measures will be op-
tional.

• When roaming between different operators, user security parameters may not be carried over.

• There could be an increased volume of denial of service (DoS) attacks on the infrastructure.

• Signaling storms could be faced due to distributed control systems requiring coordination.

• In the case of no security measures being taken on the applications, user devices, or operating
systems, DoS attacks on end-user devices could have significant effects.

Developments in SDN and NFV and their significant utilization in 5G have brought the complex task
of securing a network and its services to another level. An end-to-end approach that takes into account
both physical and virtual resources is required for building a robust security ecosystem for SDN and
NFV. This end-to-end approach should provide automatic adaptation of security policies to changing
conditions in networks. 5G networks, which have SDN and NFV as their basic building blocks, require
high reliability in security-related monitoring since network deployments are very dynamic and auto-
mated, and SDN/NFV plays an essential role in this automation. In addition to the challenges faced by
previous generations of mobile networks, 5G networks will be facing challenges caused by their peculiar
characteristics. Security studies for 5G networks, both public and private, have been underway since the
beginning of their development and are continuing with efforts from various organizations.

This paper summarizes security issues, existing solutions and standardization efforts for 5G private
networks in Europe. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an up-to-date
view of 5G private networks and projects in Europe. Section 3 discusses security issues in 5G networks.
Section provides an overview of the 5G security architecture. Section 5 discusses 5G security aspects as
defined by 3GPP. Section 6 provides a summary of existing approaches that focus on different aspects of
5G networks for securing them. Section 7 provides an overview of the ETSI TS 133 501 standard for 5G
network security. Section 8 briefly discusses the EU Toolbox for 5G Security and Section 9 concludes
the paper.

2 5G Private Networks in Europe

Unlike the networks that are commonly utilized for their voice and data services, one can define 5G
private networks with their proprietary services for private enterprises specialized in transportation, lo-
gistics, manufacturing, industrial processing, etc. [3]. The private network infrastructure will be used
exclusively by devices with the required authorization and not be publicly accessible by all mobile de-
vices. There are different architecture models for these networks, including completely private networks
where all of the network components are operated by a single enterprise, and more hybrid networks
where managed services providers or public operators provide access to part of their infrastructure or
spectrum. Network slicing will be an important enabler for hybrid public/private networks.

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate the different deployment scenarios for 5G private networks as
discussed by the 5G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automation [4].

European 5G Observatory [3] maintains a list of major 5G private network projects in the European
Union. This list includes information on which country the network is deployed in, which companies are
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deploying the private network, which sector the network will be utilized for, and what spectrum band is
used. One notable example is Germany deciding to allocate a dedicated 100 MHz portion in the 3.7-3.8
GHz range to 5G campus networks.

GSMA Intelligence has recently conducted a survey on the adoption of 5G private networks by enter-
prises [5]. Based on the survey, 55% of the enterprises consider private wireless networks as significant
for successful IoT deployment, but the majority of them do not see security as their responsibility and
expect IoT solutions to be secure by default.

Figure 1: Stand-alone Non-Public Isolated Network

3 Security Issues in 5G Networks

Table 1 provides a summary of the main assets in the 5G infrastructure and the possible threats each
could face [6]. The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) published an assessment of the
relative importance of the different assets from a security standpoint, considering their roles in achieving
confidentiality, integrity, and availability in the network [7]. Core Network Functions (5G Core), Net-
work Functions Virtualization (NFV), and Management and Orchestration (MANO) were identified as
the most critical among all 5G assets [6].

The requirements URLCC defines for reliability and availability come with the cost of critical breaches
against security with radio jamming and signaling storm attacks. IoT systems due to their heterogeneity
have a wide range of security demands, resulting in higher flexibility requirements within the 5G security
infrastructure. Below is a list of attacks that could be launched against 5G networks [8].

• HX-DoS – This attack integrates HTTP and XML messages to flood scripts and destroy the cloud
service provider’s ability to communicate through the CPS infrastructure. These attacks are planted
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Figure 2: Shared Radio Access Network Deployment

directly within the cloud environment in CPS [9] with the aid of web services like infrastructure
as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and service as a service (SaaS). These attacks are
quickly resolved, but different issues will arise if they keep happening repeatedly.

• SIPDAS – This attack, which is a form of DoS, involves generating a legal SIP INVITE message
and transmitting it to the receiver SIP component over the network. It generates a spoofed IP
address for TCP or UDP manually, randomly, or by choosing a spoofed IP address from a subnet
[10].

• Byzantine attacks – This attack involves an adversary modifying selected packets, dropping
certain packets, forwarding the majority of the data in its encoded form, and occasionally stopping
to send packets it receives, although it remains active in the network.

• Jamming – Wireless communication channels used for 5G networks are vulnerable to radio
interface attacks. The radio interfaces must operate properly with the use of control channels.
High-powered, stealth jamming attacks can be used to block particular control channels used to
limit the frequency bands. If a hacker is able to take over several mobile devices and construct a
botnet using these compromised targets, the strength of the jammer attacks increases.

• MitM – In the man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack, an attacker builds a legitimate communication
event between two User Equipments (UEs) over the network, allowing her to seamlessly intercept
the communication details and modify the content.

• DoS – In a denial of service (DoS) attack against a 5G network, an attempt is made to disable
the functions of various types of network resources by consuming their battery, bandwidth, etc.,
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Figure 3: Shared Radio Access Network Deployment with Control Plane

such that they cannot respond to legitimate requests.

• Spoofing – On a 5G network, spoofing allows an attacker to intercept legitimate conversations.
An attacker injects forged messages using a fake identity to obtain benefits and performs other
malicious attacks, including MitM and DoS attacks.

• Rogue base stations – In a rogue base stations (RBS) attack, an adversary masquerades as
a legitimate base station with the goal of unauthorized access and monitoring within a commu-
nication channel. These attacks allow the leakage of private information of mobile subscribers,
unwanted advertising, and communication subversion.

• Eavesdropping – In the case of an attacker who has access to the transmission channel, s/he
can intercept the content over the network without legitimate authorization.

• Tampering – In a tampering attack, an attacker can block data transmission or modify the data
being transmitted over the network channel without authorization. This will damage efficiency
and performance during fog computation. Due to the wireless network and user mobility (UMC),
these attacks are hard to spot and can delay or prevent data packet transfers.

• Smart attacks – This attack is performed when an attacker can analyze the network status
with the use of intelligent radio devices. Based on their distance from the targets, the attacker can
launch other attacks, such as spoofing and jamming, using the information gathered from their
analysis [11].

• Privacy leaks – Both legitimate and illegitimate device owners may leak information from
devices, which attackers can take advantage of.
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Figure 4: Non-Public Network Deployment in Public Network

• Hijacking – An attacker attempts to consume the controller (i.e., data-to-control plane satura-
tion) to disrupt or completely shut down a part of the network.

• Side-channel attacks – It is possible to extract sensitive information from physical patterns
such as power usage. These types of attacks are called side-channel attacks. 5G networks are
significantly more vulnerable to these attacks since they utilize network slicing. This allows an
adversary to choose a smaller target space to analyze network parameters.

4 5G Security Architecture

The security backbone of 5G is composed of various protocols, network functions, and components that
are responsible for secure and reliable end-to-end communication. There are various specific security
mechanisms such as Radio Access Network (RAN) for user access protection, Core Network security
(5GC), Edge Computing for perimeter entity security, and NFV security. There is an additional group
of security mechanisms for analytics, audit and management activities. Figure 5 below illustrates the 5G
security architecture as introduced by 3GPP.

The core network includes home environment (HE) and user equipment (UE) services. HE has
a unified data management (UDM) module that works in parallel with the authentication repository
and processing function (ARPF). ARPF stores cryptographic algorithm and long-term security parame-
ters. Furthermore, it manages authentication vectors. UE services are the authentication server function
(AUSF), the session management function (SMF), and the access mobility management function (AMF).
AMF manages signaling, authentication, and authorization operations. It creates keys for different se-
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Table 1: 5G Assets and Corresponding Threats [6]
Assets Threats
5G Core unauthorized access, DDoS, attacks on roam-

ing protocol, NFV-based attacks, data tampering,
OSS/5GC attacks

Air interface SON attack, jamming, eavesdropping, imperson-
ation, data tampering, rough BTS

gNB Data leakage, hardware/software tampering,
RAN DDoS, unauthorized access

MEC Application layer attacks, untrusted 3rd party ap-
plications, DDoS UPF, virtualization attacks, API
attacks

O&M unauthorized access, malware, OSS services inte-
gration, data leakage, O&M threats

UE Malware, cloning, bot hijacking, rough BTS, pro-
tocol downgrade, supply chain poisoning, IMSI
catching

Transport Eavesdropping, SDN threats, tampering, protocol
downgrade, protocol modification

Figure 5: 5G Security Architecture [12].

curity scenarios. SMF handles the secure session management. AUSF interacts with the ARPF module
in UDM and handles the termination of requests originating from AMF. AMF module has a security
anchor function (SEAF) to manage the primary authentication process by defining the standard anchor
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key for all access scenarios. Therefore, AMF in UE provides the basic operations for confidentiality and
integrity within a non-access stratum (NAS) within RAN. User plane functions (UPF) are transport-layer
functions operating as the secondary nodes for the UE modules. UPF provides traffic flow management
and security policies. As described in Figure 5, UE’s service and transport layer functions are part of
core network operations.

The policy control function (PCF) enables custom security protection. PCF can generate security
policies by considering application-level input, network security capability, and UE security capability
and provide the policies to other network functions in the control plane (e.g., SMF and AMF). The 3GPP
5G next-generation base stations supporting the new 5G new radio (NR replacing the current LTE base
stations) are abbreviated as gNBs in 5G terminology. The PCFs forward the up-to-date policies to the
gNB in RANs or UPF modules within its core network. The gNB provides security following operations
from AMF for the Access Network stratum (AS) level over the 5G communication interface. UPF is the
anchor for mobile users within the 5GC and enables data forwarding operations and security policies.
Also, for customized authentication vectors specific to 5G applications, it is possible to produce different
network slices [13].

The 5G CHARISMA project([14]) is a security infrastructure developed on top of the ETSI MANO
framework that aims to manage and orchestrate the virtual network security operations, parameters,
and policies. Figure 6 demonstrates the security management architecture of CHARISMA. This secu-
rity management architecture (SMA) is divided into two sub-components: Security Policy Management
(SPM) and Security & Monitoring Analytics. The SPM provides service-level end-to-end security poli-
cies. It translates the existing security policies and compares these policies into specific security re-
quirements. These security requirements are defined in virtual security functions (VSF), supporting the
virtual network functions (VNFs) by defining rather concrete security parameters for the virtual machine
(VM). SMA manages various resources from the application level (e.g., monitoring data), service level
(VNFs), physical layer, and virtual environments and consumes these resources to extract knowledge.
The knowledge extracted from these resources can be used for recommendation systems that incorporate
intelligent analytics and algorithms on the real-time state information of an entire network. Based on this
stateful knowledge and pre-defined service policies, the security policy management can be dynamically
observed on a per-tenant basis [15].

With release 15, 3GPP introduced two 5G authentication methods, which include primary and sec-
ondary authentication, to accomplish more strict security requirements from certain vertical service
providers. Like the 4G system, primary authentication establishes confidence between the user and the
network. EAP-AKA (Extensible Authentication Protocol for Authentication and Key Agreement) and
5G-AKA are two methods for the direct authentication technique. The AUSF can select an appropriate
authentication vector and its operational specifications according to the user and current network state
details. Earlier generations of networks are vulnerable to certain frauds, especially in the home environ-
ment. The primary authentication methods are improved to enhance better security control. The AUSF
receives the results of the UE authentication procedure during the network visit. The results indicate the
success of access. Also, if 3GPP specific parameters are used, the results are sent to the UDM module
in the HE. It is possible to monitor the user’s actions by analyzing the user authentication status stored
within the UDM module [13].

There are two ways to prevent user privacy issues. First, protect the permanent user credentials
through encryption. Here, it is crucial to encrypt the mobile subscriber identification number of the IMSI
and credentials specific to routing operations. Another way is to conceal this information thoroughly. It
is possible to combine these two approaches for greater improvement of privacy. Release 15 by 3GPP
proposed two features: the subscription concealed identifier (SUCI) and the subscription identifier de-
concealing identifier (SIDF). SUCI is a one-time identifier. The SIDF enables the de-concealing of the
SUCI by the secure private key of HE. UE embeds the concealing function in itself. A new SUCI is
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Figure 6: High-Level control, management, and orchestration in 5G CHARISMA Project

generated using the public key that belongs to HE and the elliptic curve cryptography public-private key
pair. Therefore, this temporary SUCI is transmitted over an unreliable communication channel instead
of the permanent identifier. Therefore, eavesdropping attacks from passive and active adversaries are
effectively prevented [13].

5 3GPP 5G Security Aspects

Security of 3GPP 5G networks is challenged by new features and tools such as supporting D2D com-
munication, massive numbers of IoT devices, V2X communication, SDN/NFV, etc. The following five
aspects require specific attention when considering 3GPP 5G security.

1. 5G Access and Handover Security – 5G networks will support large numbers of users and provide
secure access to multiple device types. There are many security concerns in the access security
aspect of 5G networks, such as ultra-fast multi-domain authentication and authorization, hetero-
geneous communication, and seamlessly secure handover in roaming between networks.

2. IoT Security – In order to account for various IoT technologies, 3GPP has designed many stan-
dards, including LTE Enhanced MTC (eMTC) and Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT). eMTC is a tech-
nology designed to meet the requirements of existing LTE carrier-based IoT devices. For NB-IoT,
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this is the new radio interface technology 3GPP has proposed for IoT. The specification includes
the QoS mechanism, network architecture, performance requirements, and discusses security re-
quirements, solutions, etc. However, there are still many security issues to be addressed, including
large concurrent secure access to IoT devices, differential privacy for different IoT device types,
lightweight security mechanisms, privacy protection, etc.

3. D2D Security – Device to Device (D2D) communication is the technology developed to reduce
end-to-end latency and meet the design goals of 5G networks. It is a form of direct communication
integrated tightly within the 5G core network. It has both centralized and distributed behavior due
to its hybrid infrastructure. This heterogeneity makes the system vulnerable to threats arising from
cellular and ad-hoc networks.

4. V2X Security – 5G-V2X is built on top of Dedicated Short Range Communications in vehicular
mechanisms. In terms of communications, it involves broader coverage, additional QoS features,
scalability, and tightened security. However, these improvements have not affected the security and
performance costs that come with a centralized structure, a wide range of authentication scenarios,
internal privacy issues within V2X user equipment, and broadcast message security in multiple
V2X UE device communications.

5. Network Slicing Security – As 5G networks will have SDN and NFV as their underlying technolo-
gies, the core network topology will be flatter, and the network resources and relay node resources
will be controllable and optimized for flexibility. However, due to different network characteris-
tics resulting from the utilization of SDN/NFV, previously utilized methods for security, security
policies, trust management policies, etc., which were originally designed for traditional networks
may not be applicable in 5G [16].

3GPP has listed several important 5G security mechanisms. Firstly, UE access control enables pro-
tection against rogue base stations through a bidirectional authentication mechanism. Secondly, using
256-bit key encryption algorithms, SUCIs for HE identification, and mobile subscriber identity numbers
(MSIN) in their encrypted form provide confidentiality and integrity. Lastly, information security can be
achieved through the use of IPsec between 3GPP Network Elements (NEs), such as security edge pro-
tection proxy (SEPP) situated between the Home Public Land Mobile Network (HPLMN) and Visited
Public Land Mobile Network (VPLMN), and HTTPS used between 5G core network service functions
[6]. The HPLMN identifier is derived from IMSIN, whereas the VPLMN identifier is derived from the
live network while the subscriber is attached to the network.

Inter-domain interfaces and intra-domain interfaces and equipment are protected using security gate-
ways (SeGW). Examples include IPSec tunnels and firewalls for access control. The security of services
is ensured by the application layer.

6 Existing 5G Security Approaches

Achieving end-to-end security in 5G networks involves securing many components of the infrastructure
and has been a widely studied topic since the start of 5G discussions. Below we provide a summary of
existing works in 5G security, categorized by their security targets.

Security in 5G Access. Authentication and key agreement are among the most important security is-
sues in 5G access, and have been the focus of both research and industry since the introduction of 5G
networks. A USIM-compatible 5G-AKA protocol was proposed in [17]. In this scheme, the 5G-AKA
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protocol cooperates with the Diffie Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE) cryptographic protocol. Therefore,
the session key generation is based on the long-term secret information and Temporary DH parameters.
The scheme can ensure Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and resist passive cryptanalysis attacks. However,
the DH algorithm imposes computational and communication costs for resource-constrained mobile de-
vices. A new scheme proposed by Liu et al. [18] also achieves PFS with additional credential disclosure
of encrypted credential information. Furthermore, it is resistant against replay attacks with the use of a
nonce value and an additional passcode. This scheme also incorporates a tuple of authentication error
information (MAC FAIL, SYNC FAIL) that is sent to SEAF using the same format as [17] and performs
DHKE encryption. Therefore, it can avoid traceability attacks [19].

Authentication and data transmission for V2X systems. Fast and reliable authentication is a major
issue in V2X systems. Ometov and Bezzateev showed an improvement in availability by introducing
Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) in existing media systems [20], as an extension to Single-Factor
Authentication (SFA). An MFA system is based on the Lagrange polynomial of Shamir’s Secret Sharing
scheme to provide a flexible authentication mechanism for V2X applications. The system can evaluate
the missing factor for user authentication without providing sensitive biometric data to the verification
entity [19]. The authors state that the CLASC scheme can be implemented on control centers, vehicles,
smart devices, roadside units, and cloud servers. In [21], a secure and efficient identity-based message
authentication scheme is proposed for LTE-V networks. This scheme has additional privacy properties
through pseudo-identification. It also has the non-repudiation property of single and bulk messages to
reduce the signaling exchanges. The authors in [22] designed an anonymous handover authentication
protocol for LTE-A vehicle networks with the use of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). They showed
that ECC provides more efficient and secure improvements compared to Diffie-Hellman and Discrete
Logarithm based authentication.

5G new radio security. The 3GPP on the physical layer in terms of security has been addressed by
many academic works despite its slow progress [23, 24, 25]. Physical layer security (PHY-SEC) requires
more attention due to its observable intrinsic random capabilities within its radio communication medium
[23]. The computational complexities and following costs originating from upper-layer security proto-
cols do not affect the physical layer [23]. PHY-SEC is capable of securing the communication whereas
upper-layer encryption mechanisms can protect the processed data. These two approaches used together
can result in the efficient and private transmission of secret information within 5G networks. The term
confidentiality here refers to the maximum secure throughput during the communication to authenticated
parties that takes place in an unreliable channel with possible eavesdroppers. With reasonable encryption
and computational costs, such communication is possible. Additionally, taking advantage of the physical
uniform characteristics of channel state information (CSI) we can generate secure and unique keys for
each edge device within a network [26, 27, 28], using the received signal strength (RSS) [29, 30] or di-
rect information [31]. We can generate and disseminate secure keys that are extensible for physical layer
authentication [32, 33, 34]. PHY-SEC has evolved with the introduction of non-attenuated channels,
relay channels [35], and multi-antenna channels [36]. With the advent of new 5G radio technologies
such as mmWave, 3D MIMO [37], M-MIMO, Full Duplex, and Cooperative Forwarding, theoretical and
practical secrecy capabilities in new channels have become an area of increasing interest [3].

Secure SDN-based network. Since the introduction of 5G networks, many research efforts have been
dedicated to SDN security threats [38, 39, 40]. Various network programming languages such as Frentic
[41] and Procera [42] have been proposed for SDN security. Granular access control and authoriza-
tion mechanisms provide a security layer to the control plane of SDN [43]. There are also dynamic
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access control systems designed to protect the control plane [44]. Solutions for availability at the control
layer include minimizing controller load, distributing features, processing performance methods, and
reliable placement [45, 46, 47]. There are also security mechanisms for the SDN data plane. Some of
these include granular security enforcement methods specific to authentication. There are also others
offering authorization mechanisms. These mechanisms provide policies for installation and modifica-
tion [48]. FlowChecker [49] was proposed to detect anomalies within forwarding tables on many data
path switches. The work in [50] designed a debugging tool for these anomaly states within the tables
to detect illegitimate activities within the network. There are forms of SDNs for centralized control
over network activities and with transparent states and dynamic forwarding rule updates. These improve
the performance of other network security mechanisms [51]. In [52], a dynamic network-wide security
infrastructure with rapid reaction mechanisms to prevent incoming possible threats. The control plane
structure of SDN allows definitive traffic pattern analysis from legitimate monitoring network nodes
to identify network inconsistencies. Dynamic traffic flow control allows rapid anomaly detection and
integration of an intrusion detection system or a firewall to perform at runtime.

Many network functions can be structured into an SDN with application programming interfaces
(APIs). However, this can expose critical features of a network against malicious applications. This
can result in wide-ranged disruption of the network [1]. OpenFlow is a widely used SDN architecture
that allows the storage of traffic flow data through forwarding system elements until the control plane
terminates the modification of forwarding rules. This will allow reviewing the incoming modification
requests from suspicious sources. In addition, this controller dependency requires channeling of control
data planes that are resistant to cyber attacks. With total network visibility, centralized control, and
programmability across network elements, SDN makes it possible to enforce security policies across
the entire network and provides rapid discovery of threats through gathering information from network
resources, states, and flows. Since most of the security functionality is implemented in the software
application plane, SDN leverages security which can be referred to as software-defined security.

AI-based approaches. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the major research areas for 5G security
for identification and prevention mechanisms against malicious systems. There are many methods cat-
egorized under machine learning and deep learning systems that allow efficient and reliable, automated
predictive decision-making. 5G technology requirements can be realized with the aid of AI-driven meth-
ods for the network system to meet exceptional Quality of Experience (QoE) requirements. Integrated
mechanisms can predict network performance degradation by actively analyzing live traffic at an SDN-
enabled switch. The threats explained in the previous sections can be structured into vectors to use as
historical flow patterns for future traffic analysis. Recent solutions use Reinforcement Learning (RL) and
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) techniques to deal with such attacks. DRL methods provide au-
tonomous capabilities to the systems from time-varying observations to generate optimal actions. These
actions can result in robust and dynamic security operations. DRLs also provide good collaborative
methods. Deep learning (DL) methods can extract information from more complex patterns from past
inputs with its multi-layered data filtering architecture. Other than recent methods such as artificial neu-
ral networks and deep learning techniques, we can also make use of traditional machine learning based
classification algorithms. These predictions can be performed in a real-time manner as well.

AI and ML can work efficiently within a highly data-driven environment and can collaborate with
virtualized network elements. They enable dynamic and powerful solutions for security and privacy for
5G systems. AI and ML can improve the infrastructure in terms of computational and production costs.

We can build applications such as virus scanning systems, complex intrusion detection systems, spam
filters, and fraud detection systems using AI and ML methods. These methods require data from the live
network traffic, stored procedures, and many more. DL has been implemented in service-level security
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(e.g., anomaly detection), application-level system integrity (e.g., malware, virus, and botnets observed
in mobile networks), and application-level user privacy (e.g., protection of personal information includ-
ing activity logs) [13]. DL has provided many solutions to such security issues with methods such as
feedforward autoencoder, dense and convolutional neural networks, and recurrent neural networks. At
the service-level security, they have been used against malware, DoS, flood, side-channel, and many
other attacks. At application-level security, from a system integrity point of view, DL mechanisms have
been able to classify malicious requests from applications, spam messages, unknown incoming traffic,
and botnets. From a user privacy point of view, they have been used to detect illegitimate data sharing,
information leakage, and unauthorized access to another user’s private information. However, the pro-
cessing of data during the ML operation has its risks. They can be used for malicious purposes. Even
when the processed data is discarded and no longer available, the residue of operations can be analyzed
with data mining operations.

Table 2 provides a summary of security challenges specific to 5G and the corresponding solution
approaches.

Table 2: 5G Security Challenges and Corresponding Solutions [13]

Challenge Countermeasure
Limitations of 4G architecture 5G security architecture, new key hierarchy
IoT requirements: low-power processing, remote
credential provisioning, device authentication

Lightweight cryptographic algorithms, network
slicing, scalable key management

Risks from new business model: malicious appli-
cations, attacks targeting exposure interface

Authentication against applications, TLS-based
exposure interface

Need for new trust model EAP-based secondary authentication
Attacks on NFVO, VNFs, NFVI Slice access control, protection mechanisms for

NFVO, VNF and NFVI
Attacks targeting SDN Secure application development, control plane

protection, data plane protection
Service-based architecture risks: spoofing be-
tween network functions, MitM attacks between
network functions

TLS-based authentication between network func-
tions, network function authentication during reg-
istration

Mobile edge computing risks 5G security architecture, secure network exposure
Device-to-device (D2D) communication risks:
impersonation, eavesdropping

Secure D2D with key management, authentica-
tion, confidentiality/integrity protection mecha-
nisms

Risks from new radio technologies 5G new radio security: Physical layer authenti-
cation, channel adaption, encryption by channel
coding, artificial noise

7 ETSI TS 133 501

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute released Technical Specification 133 501, which
specifies the security architecture, and the security procedures performed within the 5G System including
the 5G Core and the 5G New Radio [53]. This document provides comprehensive guidelines on the
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security requirements on UE, gNB, ng-eNB, AMF, SEAF, ADM, AUSF and core network security and
presents security procedures between UE and 5G network functions.

Annex B of the document provides an example of using additional EAP methods for primary authen-
tication in private networks, which uses the 5G system specified in TS 22.261. It aims to demonstrate
the application of the 5G authentication framework for primary authentication to EAP methods different
from EAP-AKA. These other EAP methods are only intended for use in private networks or when IoT
devices in isolated deployment scenarios are involved, i.e. they do not consider roaming. In 5G private
networks, the SUPI and SUCI should be encoded using the NAI format as specified in TS 23.501. User
equipments always include the realm part in the NAI so that packets can be routed to the correct UDM.

8 EU Toolbox for 5G Security

The European Commission adopted its recommendation on the cyber security of 5G networks on 26
March 2019, after the support of the European Council expressed on 22 March 2019 for a collective
approach to 5G network security. A recommendation is required for the EU-wide risk assessments and
reviews of the national measures on the cyber security of 5G networks for an agreement on standard risk
analysis and the development of a toolbox to prevent security threats [54]. The deployment of a toolkit
can create a common ground for security risks within 5G networks and provide a roadmap to prevent
these risks at the EU level as shown in Table 3. Wrongly configured networks or insufficient access
controls result from inadequate security measures. 5G supply chain-based risks are low product quality,
dependency on a single supplier, or homogeneity of supplier types. Active attackers can cause state
interference within the 5G supply chain and criminal exploitation of a 5G network by hostile persons.
The issues in the existence of interdependencies between 5G and critical infrastructures can disrupt vital
services (e.g., healthcare systems). The information flow can be disrupted by electricity supply or other
interconnected infrastructures when there is a tight dependency between the 5G network and the critical
system. End-user devices such as smartphones, IoT appliances, tablets, wearable devices, and personal
computers are prone to exploitation.

The EU coordinated risk assessment identifies several types of risks of strategic importance from
the EU point of view illustrated by specific risk scenarios, as shown below. They reflect the relevant
combination of vulnerabilities, threats, and threat actors and assets identified.

Strategic measures include measures related to strengthening the regulatory powers of competent
authorities for controlling network acquisition and deployment, as well as specific criteria for dealing
with risks associated with non-technical vulnerabilities, such as the risk of interference by a third country
or risk of dependency. They also include initiatives to advance sustainable 5G supply and make value
chains sustainable and diversified to avoid the risk of systemic dependence in the long term. Strategic
measures have the potential to be highly effective in addressing certain 5G cyber security risks identified
in the EU joint risk assessment report, including the following strategic criteria:

• SM01 – Stronger regulatory powers for appropriate institutions.

• SM02 – Inspecting authorized operators and collecting information from them.

• SM03 – Building risk profiles on supplier entities and implementing certain policies on different
risk groups

• SM04 – Monitoring of service providers and third-party supplier support.

• SM05 – Deployment of multi-vendor strategies supporting the diversity among suppliers belonging
to different mobile network operators.
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Table 3: Summary of Risks in EU Coordinated Risk Assessment Report
Risk scenario category Risk
Insufficient security R1 - Misconfigured networks

R2 - Insufficient access control
5G supply chain R3 - Low quality products

R4 - Depending on a single
supplier and/or lack of diversity

Operation mode of main threat actors R5 - Interference of state ac-
tors through 5G supply chain
R6 - Network exploitation by
organized crime or crime groups

5G network-critical system interdependencies R7 - Disruptions in ser-
vices or critical infrastructure
R8 - Massive network failure caused
by electricity supply or support
system interruption

End user devices R9 - Attacks targeting smart devices,
IoT or handsets

• SM06 – Higher resilience in a wider range.

• SM07&SM08 – Progressive improvement toward scalable and sustainable network ecosystem within
Europe Union.

Technical measures . These are intended to support 5G network security by considering the security
of physical factors, technologies, people, and processes. The efficiency of these measurements relies
on the number of risks observed and the range of the observation measures. Particularly, all technical
measures only apply to technical vulnerabilities. Non-technical vulnerabilities are not addressed within
this scope (e.g., interferences of a third country). Technical measures include the following:

• TM01 – The aim of a secure design network and architecture is critical baseline security.

• TM02 – The evaluation and assurance of compliance with 5G standards for proposed security mea-
sures.

• TM03 – Providing rigid access control policies and mechanisms.

• TM04 – Strengthening of VNF security.

• TM05 – Secure network management, process, and maintenance over 5GC.

• TM06 – Improving of physical security.

• TM07 – Strengthening software update and patch management in terms of security.

• TM08 – Enhancing the supplier security mechanisms and dynamic monitoring of their potential
risks.

• TM09 – Requiring EU-issued certification for 5GC equipment and supplier services.
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• TM10 – Requiring EU-issued certification for non-5GC ICT products and services such as (e.g.,
cloud services).

Stakeholders will play an important role in the 5G ecosystem. These entities will ensure network
security at different levels. The following is a list of the stakeholders in 5G security:

• Internet Exchange Points

• National Regulators

• Centers for information analysis and sharing

• National centers, coordinators and agencies for cyber security

• Test Centers for 5G

• Certification Authorities

• Government institutions and services

The entities above may have varying degrees of interest in 5G assets, including being responsible
for mitigating the risks to these assets. They need to develop independent or co-responsible strategies to
reduce exposure to cyber threats.

The EU Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA). ENISA is one of the important organizations supporting
EU member states for secure deployment of 5G networks. One prominent instance where ENISA offered
strong support for the European Commission and the EU Member States in 5G network security has been
the development of the EU toolbox for 5G security. They have released a number of documents proposing
good practices for 5G security, available through their website [55].

9 Conclusion

5G and beyond networks will support many use cases not encountered in the previous generations of
mobile networks. The opportunity to form private networks utilizing 5G infrastructure is an important
feature, which has already found use in scenarios such as industrial IoT. In this paper we provided a
survey of security challenges faced by 5G private networks in Europe and solutions proposed on the
various security aspects by researchers and relevant organizations. Despite research and development
efforts in 5G private network security that have been going on since the introduction of 5G networks,
there is still a clear need for development of security standards in many aspects of 5G networks for
achieving strong security without compromising performance.
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